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Scenic Route

Amphitheater

This is a route for a leisurely walk along the Hangang River to appreciate
the riverscape in a peaceful atmosphere.
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Meditative Route

This is a route for reﬂection on the past and present of the park that was
renovated from an abandoned puriﬁcation plant.
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(About 10 minutes on foot)

Dangsan Station

(About 15 minutes on foot)

Becoming an island with
a beautiful landscape again

Keeping old space old,
empty space empty

From an abandoned water puriﬁcation
plant to an eco-friendly ecological park

Seoul’s parks for you and me

Etiquette for everyone

Protect the precious grass, plants, monuments, and facilities
Keep the park facilities clean
Do not bring food or cook

Refrain from smoking, drinking, and making too much noise
Refrain from riding bicycles, scooters, etc. for safety
Keep your pets on a leash and clean up after them

Seonyudo Park

Location 343, Seonyu-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul
Hours 6:00 a.m.–12:00 a.m.

Inquiries Seonyudo Park Management Oﬃce +82-2-2631-9368

Transportation Information

Subway / Seonyudo Station - Line 9 (About 10 minutes on foot)

Water Puriﬁcation Basin

A water puriﬁcation garden created by recycling a chemical
sedimentation basin. This is a place where visitors can

A Garden of Water that Embodies the Beauty
of the Hangang River

Seonyudo Park

From an abandoned water puriﬁcation plant to an eco-friendly
ecological park

Seonyubong, a small mountain peak located in the middle of the Hangang
River, was a place praised by artists and poets for its striking scenery.

However, during the Japanese colonial period, the peak lost its original form
and was used as a water puriﬁcation plant to supply tap water to the

southwestern part of Seoul from 1978 to 2000. Later, the peak, now called
“Seonyudo,” was regenerated as an eco-friendly ecological park in April
2002, providing a variety of attractions and entertainment.

observe the growth of various aquatic plants that purify
water and their puriﬁcation actions.

Four Circular Spaces

This is a complex cultural space created with recycled

thickeners of the water puriﬁcation plant. The space is

currently composed of the Environmental Experience Yard,
Environmental Classroom, Amphitheater, and restrooms.

Seonyugyo Bridge

A pedestrian bridge that crosses over the Hangang River into
Seonyudo Park and commands a beautiful view of Seoul,
including Bukhansan Mountain.

Aquatic Botanical Garden

Garden of Green Columns

Seonyujeong Pavilion

This space allows visitors to observe various aquatic plants

cleaning bed and leaving only its columns. Now, the garden

visitors to experience ancient Koreans’ taste for the arts.

A water puriﬁcation garden created on a recycled ﬁlter basin.
and their growth up close.

This garden was created by removing the concrete roof of the
is a rest area surrounded by green columns covered in ivy.

Story Hall of Seonyudo

Garden of Transition

produced at the water puriﬁcation plant, the building is

basin. It consists of various gardens decorated with diﬀerent

Renovated from a water pump room that supplied water
currently in use as an exhibition space.

A garden created by recycling a chemical sedimentation

themes such as the Aromatic Plant Garden, Vine Plant Garden,
Colorful Garden, and Sound Garden.

A reproduction of the old Seonyujeong Pavilion that invites
It is also a rest area that is home to a view of Inwangsan,
Namsan, Bukhansan, and Dobongsan Mountains in the
distance.

Dangsan Station - Lines 2 and 9 (About 15 minutes on foot)

Bus / Blue Bus - 602, 603, 604, 761

Green Bus - 5712, 5714, 6712, 6716, 7612

Parking Information Available in the park only for the disabled

Becoming a green park again

The regeneration park logo, a combination of two diﬀerent logos
symbolizing regeneration and forest, represents an eco-friendly

ecological park created by regenerating a space that is not used

anymore. The Seonyudo Park is a place that connects the past and

present and provides citizens with a rest area where both the city and
a forest coexist.

Seonyugyo Observatory

This observatory is a good place for relaxation and

meditation against the scenery of the Hangang River and
grass ﬁelds. It also oﬀers a panoramic view of Seoul.
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